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Abstract
We investigate the role of human capital (HC) in the Chinese inland-coastal inequal-
ity and, related to this, how the consequences of the 2007–2008 crisis may induce 
China to re-focus its development path on HC. We compare panel data analyses for 
two periods (1998–2008 and 2009–2017) for two diverging groups of provinces (the 
richer/coastal and the relatively poor/inland areas). In the first period, the economic 
strengths that influenced the Chinese take-off and the dualism are confirmed. How-
ever, the results show that an evolution in local economic endowments is taking 
place: first, HC has a more evident economic effect after the crisis only in the inland 
provinces; second, the development path of the inland area is changing, with an evo-
lution towards more productive sectors which can favor higher returns to HC.

Keywords Human capital · China · Inland-coastal inequality · North–South problem

JEL Classification E24 · O11 · P25

1 Introduction

Two forms of inequality affect the Chinese territory. The first form, the best known 
and studied, is the one between urban and rural areas (Lu and Chen 2006; Sicu-
lar et  al. 2007): for instance, by 2017 in the rural areas the per capita disposable 
income was around 39% the one in urban areas (2017 data from National Bureau of 
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Statistics of China). The second form of inequality, studied in this article, is between 
coastal and inland provinces (Yang 2002). In this case, we observe a per capita GDP 
(Gross Domestic Product) in the poorest provinces (Yunnan, Gansu) being less than 
30% of the richest ones (Beijing, Shanghai) (2017 data from National Bureau of 
Statistics of China). These two types of inequality affect the national Gini index: 
by 2016, it was as high as 38.5 (World Bank data), positioning China above many 
Western countries and halfway between the BRICS countries.1

With respect to these forms of inequality, there are at least two important qualifi-
cations. The first is that while urban–rural inequality appears to be quite stable, the 
coastal-inland one has risen strongly in recent years (Kanbur and Zhang 1999), thus 
deserving in-depth studies. The second aspect concerns the relationship between 
inequality and economic growth: this is indeed very controversial, with the literature 
being still inconclusive2 (see for instance the literature review in Chen 2010).

Excessive inequality, among people or between areas, could be a limit to devel-
opment due, respectively, to observed and perceived disparities inducing behaviors 
unfavorable to economic growth (see Barro 2000) or, as in this study, to the delay in 
the long-term development process of a part of the country (e.g., Capello 2016).

For the second type of inequality, we refer to the different local economic 
strengths that shape the diverging development paths and thus imply the inland-
coastal dualism in the Chinese case. In this sense, a “positive” stimulus to change 
could result from a wider exogenous “negative” event.

In particular, considering the rapid evolution of the Chinese economy and the 
changes forced by the international crisis, we wonder if these events can lead to 
rethinking local development paths, fostering greater attention on the diffusion of 
(advanced) education. We expect that the consequences on HC may in turn have 
consequences on the dualism: how did these two macro areas respond to the 
2007–2008 crisis, how the role of HC could have changed according to different 
development paths?

The focus on HC is due to the fact that the growing differences between inland 
and coastal areas can be explained, at least in part, by the different local endow-
ments. In this respect, HC may play a major role and should be thoroughly inves-
tigated for at least three important aspects. First, HC is a crucial determinant of 
regional economic performance, in the present as well as in the past (e.g. Felice 
2012). Second, a large part of the within-country inequality in income is influenced 
by education (Acemoglu and Dell 2010). Third, the economic contribution of HC 
could be more important in the less-developed areas of a country (Gitto and Man-
cuso 2015; Felice 2018), which means that in the case of China it should be an 
important lever for the “poorest”.

In addition, we expect that the response of the Chinese economy to the wide-
spread of advanced education could still be controversial in the analyzed period. On 

1 For 2016, the values are: Brazil 53.3, Russian Federation 36.8, India 37.8 (2011), South Africa 63 
(2014) (source: World Bank).
2 Even the explanations on the trend of provincial inequalities face with many theories in contrast (see 
Xiaobin 1996).
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the one hand, the rapid Chinese economic growth would presuppose the contribu-
tion of HC as a key economic strength; on the other hand, the China’s development 
level may not be yet able to fully exploit capabilities of educated workers as an eco-
nomic strength. In fact, the diffusion of primary and middle school education was 
necessary for the rapid development of the Chinese economy until the early 2000s, 
while, more in general, the local labor force does not yet have the characteristics of 
those of high-income economies, characterized by high productivity and continuous 
innovation (Li et al. 2017a).

The focus on the crisis period is influenced by the fact that China has not suffered 
from the serious consequences of the 2007–2008 events observed elsewhere, despite 
a sharp decline in exports3 (Wen and Wu 2019). Nonetheless, we may expect a 
change in postcrisis economic strengths: for example, a stronger focus on a resource 
capable of creating innovation and value in the long run, such as HC, as opposed to 
an export-led strategy based on low wages. This change could favor provinces not 
uniformly, following differences in past and current investments in education and 
training.

Two comparisons can help us to answer our questions, considering the 20-years 
period 1998–2017. First, a comparison of panel data analysis on the richer and on 
the poorer provinces (the first-level administrative division) allows us to identify the 
differences in local economic strengths between these two contexts, by observing 
their effects on both the variation and on the absolute values of provincial GDP. We 
expect that a different role of HC (e.g., a greater effect of educated workers in the 
more advanced provinces) should help explain disparities in economic performance, 
although its effects may not be observable in the short term (Chang and Shi 2016). 
Second, the analysis is applied to two periods, before and after the 2007–2008 crisis 
(1998–2008 and 2009–2017 years). This comparison serves to studying whether or 
not recessionary events have affected the role of HC—proxied through enrollment in 
advanced education – at the local level.

It should be stressed that, thus far, the results of the literature on the relationship 
between local economic endowments and regional inequality in China are contro-
versial. For example, concerning the 1982–2005 years, Hao and Wei (2009) found 
that physical capital intensity and total factor productivity are relevant in regional 
income inequality, while a small role is played by HC. On the contrary, Wang and 
Yao (2003) found a relevant economic role and a huge potential (Wang and Yao 
2003: for the 1978–1999 period) and an increasing role in fostering economic devel-
opment (Zhang and Zhuang 2011; 1997–2006 period) for HC.

So far, however, in the studies about the evolution of the Chinese regional dual-
ism two key aspects are still missing: the role at the local level of other conditioning 
factors, those characterizing the inland/coastal divide, and the consequences of the 
2007–2009 international crisis.

3 The export/GDP ratio, which was above 35% in the years before the 2007 crisis, has lost approximately 
10% since 2009 (on World Bank data). This decrease contributed to the lowering of the annual GDP 
growth rate from 14.2% (2007) to less than 10% in subsequent years (International Monetary Fund data).
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In this sense, our article contributes to the literature in proposing an “extended” 
framework of the policies to improve advanced HC—which are, to our knowledge, 
those more useful for economic development (those with expected higher returns, 
Barro and Lee 2013). Our measure of HC includes—in addition to the well-estab-
lished indicator of enrollment in higher education (e.g., Asteriou and Agiomirgi-
anakis 2001)—also the level of enrollment in senior secondary education (i.e., the 
second level of secondary education, after the end of compulsory school, see Bush 
et al. 1998).

In studying the Chinese economy (e.g., Tuan et al. 2009), the secondary and ter-
tiary enrollment levels have been aggregated and tested as HC proxies. Our new 
proxy, however, represents an extended level of advanced HC. It could have an 
important role for a fast-growing economy, which is not yet able to take full advan-
tage of the so-called knowledge workers, as the Western countries are.

Finally, we take into account the endogeneity issue that stems from the reverse 
causality between HC and GDP, and we also test for the presence of spatial effects 
among provinces.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present an outline of China’s 
modern economic development, taking into account the events that could influence 
the differences between the coastal areas and the hinterland ones, with a focus on 
the role of higher education (Sect. 2.1). In Sect. 3, we explain the models used in 
the analysis and their application to two groups of provinces. The variables, pro-
posed by the economic literature, are presented in Sect. 4, followed by the results in 
Sect. 5. In the concluding Section, we put forward some policy implications.

2  Literature Survey: Some Aspects of the Chinese Coastal‑Inland 
Inequality

The study of inequality among Chinese provinces is usually associated with the 
analysis of China’s path of economic growth: namely, with the social and economic 
reforms beginning in 1978, that have initiated a period of strong economic growth, 
followed by an increase in inequality (Fan et  al. 2011). The dualism between the 
coast and the hinterland can be observed as a classic case of the North–South prob-
lem (Williamson 1965), due to the development of a leading sector (Pred 1965) that 
experiences self-sustained economic growth by attracting resources and investments 
from “peripheral” areas, a scheme well-known in the literature (Friedmann 1966). 
Broadly speaking, the different endowments and structural conditions across the 
provinces, in addition to the different policies adopted, have contributed to the per-
sistence of inequalities in the long run (Ho and Li 2008). In the economic history 
of modern China, we observe two major phases in this sense (e.g. Herrerías et al. 
2011).

The initial phase of inequality was caused by the rise of the heavy industry sector 
during the 1950s, which has led to a sharp decline in public interest for the tradi-
tional and less productive agricultural sector, typical of the inland areas. Inequality 
between provinces increased strongly in those years (Kanbur and Zhang 2005). Lack 
of agricultural resources (the “Great Famine” at the end of the 1950s, see Chang and 
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Wen 1997) led to reforms in the 1970s in order to increase productivity in this sec-
tor: they allowed more freedom for farmers, whose incomes increased (resulting into 
a temporary decrease in inequality between provinces, Wroblowský and Yin 2016). 
Higher productivity reduced labor demand and, at the same time, higher incomes 
increased the aggregate demand (Fan et al. 2011).

As known, China has left a planned economy toward a market-oriented economy 
with the reforms started in 1978, which created the conditions for a period of strong 
economic growth. The political and economic focus on maximizing trade after the 
1980s, and the subsequent adaptation to market laws during the 1990s have brought 
benefits to coastal provinces and caused an increase of inequality with respect to 
the internal areas (Fan et al. 2011). This happened, despite the implementation of 
policies aimed at boosting the inland provinces and exploiting the different local 
endowments (Chen 2010). Arguably, this increase is in line with the first part of the 
Kuznets curve observed in the long-run pattern of regional inequality by Williamson 
(1965) for the early phases of economic development, rather than with a new rise of 
regional inequality observed, instead, for more advanced economies (Amos 1988).

In more detail, major cities and coastal provinces exploited the positive effects of 
international trade, given a context of increasing globalization: they invested in pro-
ductivity improvements, in various sectors, thus encouraging the location of firms 
and the spread of knowledge and spillovers. In the coast, not only income levels but 
also local endowments were diverging from the internal areas. According to Hao 
and Wei (2010, p. 204), “globalization, decentralization and marketization” were 
important in the interaction with the Chinese economic strengths. Liu and Li (2006) 
argued that differences in local endowments were referable, in turn, to the quality of 
HC, the allocation of physical capital, and the levels of available technology while 
Tsui (2007) focuses on the role of productivity differences at the local level; the per-
sistence of inequalities can also be due to the fact that often the location of firms is 
related to the productive specializations already present in each local area (He et al. 
2018).

The financial crisis that hit several Asian countries in the 1990s has prompted the 
central government to promote various forms of investments in the internal prov-
inces, for several years (Yao 2009). However, obstacles to a new phase of conver-
gence were posed by the central and local governments’ goal to maximize economic 
growth, with poor interest on resource redistribution in order to reduce inequality, as 
far as it could affect their main goal—although it is worth mentioning that, particu-
larly in the Chinese case, there seems to be no negative effects of inequality reduc-
tion on economic growth, in the long run (Chen 2010).

2.1  The Role of Higher Education in China

In the broader context described above, the challenging role of HC in contributing to 
economic growth takes great relevance.
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China has made considerable efforts to increase HC as a strategic economic 
resource. For example, Li et  al. (2013)4 estimate an average increase of 6.72% of 
national HC for the years 1985–2008 (with acceleration after 1994), and this is 
mainly due to education and urbanization processes, affecting in particular the less 
developed regions (Fraumeni et al. 2019). Investment in education, therefore, has a 
strategic function that goes beyond economic growth: provided that it is possible to 
reduce the unequal access to education, especially higher education (Heckman and 
Yi 2012), it is possible to reduce inequalities between areas (Fleisher et al. 2010).

The effect of HC has progressively increased; it has grown together with the deci-
sive role of international trade, thanks to economic and political reforms. Since the 
1950s, economic growth has remarkably influenced the development of policies 
related to education; however, it is from the 1970s onwards that HC has shown the 
first noteworthy signs of contribution to economic development (Tsen 2006). In par-
ticular, in the following decade Chinese big firms, more autonomous, have improved 
and exploited the rate of return to HC; however, the average productivity level in 
China was still significantly lower than that of advanced economies (Meng and Kidd 
1997). The same trend continued during the 1990s, though positive effects of edu-
cated workers were beginning to be recorded (Heckman 2005). Education-related 
productivity was increasing (Wang and Yao 2003) although the benefits of higher 
education were still modest in those years—a period when changes and reforms 
were undergoing also in the education system, which remained under the control 
of the state (e.g., Yang 2000; Song and Wang 2005; Ngok 2008). It is precisely at 
the end of the 1990s that the Chinese government decided to increase the spread of 
higher education, with positive effects already in the early 2000s (Che and Zhang 
2018). Since then, higher education in China has developed through increasing 
internationalization, openness to foreign universities and between national academic 
institutions (Yang 2010).

The relationship between advanced education and economic growth was among 
the main reasons beyond these reforms, which resulted into enrollments for millions 
of students which, however, did not diminish the risk of perpetrating inequalities 
(based on the different economic conditions and opportunities among students, Wan 
2006). In particular, China has regarded postsecondary education as a key factor for 
future development and has committed considerable resources to increase the dif-
fusion and improve the quality of it (Altbach 2009). Since the 2000s, the new eco-
nomic and market conditions have confirmed the expectations. The spread of educa-
tion has increased the productivity of knowledge workers (e.g., Fleisher et al. 2011), 
confirming the spread of higher education as a major source of economic growth 
across Chinese provinces, albeit with conflicting results regarding better living con-
ditions, equality and sustainability (see Niu et  al. 2010; Whalley and Zhao 2013; 
Lao and Xue 2016; Zhu et al. 2018). However, these changes pose new challenges 
to China, such as an organization of higher education different than in the past (e.g., 

4 They consider the human capital stock as the discounted present value of all future incomes of indi-
viduals; its accumulation is due to formal education and on-the-job training.
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by including private institutions, Wu and Zheng 2008), and capable to address new 
problems, such as unemployment for some types of workers (Wang and Liu 2011).

3  Model

In order to assess the extent to which HC has an effect on economic growth, we 
focus on the analysis of HC following an approach derived from an augmented 
Solow model (Mankiw et al. 1992), and we estimate the following equation:

where the dependent variable is the GDP growth rate, namely its annual variation 
at the provincial level (at the prices of the previous year, %); as a second step, we 
repeat the same analysis considering the value of GDP per capita (GDP_PC) as the 
dependent variable. EDUCATION is proxied through HC, and the other variables 
are the control ones used to test the robustness of the results—in more detail, the 
independent variables are described in Sect. 4 (Table 1). Furthermore, in the analy-
sis of GDP variation, we consider GDP per capita as an independent variable. In 
the following analysis, when we consider GDP per capita as dependent variable, we 
include in the independent variables also one-lagged GDP per capita.

Data refer to the 31 Chinese provinces (i) for two periods (t) 1998–2008 and 
2009–2017. �1,… , �7 are the parameters estimated in Sect. 5. The source for all var-
iables is the National Bureau of Statistics of China (our elaborations). The regres-
sion also includes a full set of time dummies �

t
 which represent time-specific fac-

tors that can affect the provinces growth dynamics (i.e. macroeconomic shocks) and 
provincial time-invariant characteristics μi , while εi,t is the idiosyncratic error term.

In order to perform the panel data analysis, we consider a fixed effects (FE) 
model where differences among the provinces are considered parametric shifts in 
the regression equation: in our case, this leads to more reliable results given that 
all the provinces are included (Wooldridge 2012). FE allows for unobserved hetero-
geneity when there is a small population size and the entire population is included 
in the analysis (Johnston and Di Nardo 1997), limiting the problems of collinearity 
(Baltagi 2008).

Fixed effects are commonly used in regional studies. For example, FE is used by 
Fleisher et  al. (2010) to investigate the role of HC, among other factors, on GDP 
in the Chinese provinces, and by Zheng et al. (2013) to study the determinants of 
regional allocation of infrastructure investments among the Chinese provinces.

However, we are aware of the fact that the problem of conceptual endogeneity 
of many variables with respect to GDP can affect these kind of models—discus-
sions on the endogeneity problem and possible solutions are common in the rel-
evant literature (Barro and Lee 1994; Durlauf 2009). In our case, endogeneity is due 
to the fact that the GDP growth rate influences the opportunity for education, and 

(1)

GDP_VAR
it
= �1EDUCATIONit−1 + �2lnGDP_PCit−1

+ �3TRADEit−1 + �4FIXED_CAPit−1 + �5WAYS
it−1

+ �6GOVERNit−1 + �7SECTORit−1 + �
i
+ �

t
+ �

it
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this relationship is arguably strong in China, as stated among the others by Heck-
man and Yi (2012, p. 7, referring to “the current practice of having tertiary educa-
tion financed mainly by families”); on the other side, a strong relationship is known 
between education and income, insofar as a higher level of education should guar-
antee a higher income, identifiable by the so-called educational returns. For this rea-
son, in order to avoid inconsistent estimates caused by the reverse causality between 
provincial economic growth and the level of HC, we adopt an instrumental variable 
approach—two-stage least squares (2SLS) procedure—aimed at obtaining an exog-
enous variation in the individuals with secondary and tertiary education level by 
means of the first and second lags of the same variables.

Yet, the instruments need to be justified in terms of relevance and orthogonality 
to the error terms in Eq. (1). First, the relevance of the instruments has been verified 
by implementing the under-identification and weak identification tests. The former 
is a Lagrange multiplier (LM) test of whether the equation is identified, i.e., that 
the excluded instruments are “relevant”, meaning correlated with the endogenous 
regressors. However, when the i.i.d. assumption is dropped, as in our case where the 
errors are clustered by province, the LM and Wald versions of the Kleibergen and 
Paap (2006) rk statistics are reported instead of the Anderson LM and Cragg-Don-
ald Wald statistics which are no longer valid. The weak identification test, instead, 
allows us to verify if the excluded instruments are weakly correlated with the endog-
enous regressors. In particular, we rely on the framework provided by Stock and 
Yogo (2005) who have identified critical values with which the Kleibergen-Paap 
Wald rk (KP) F statistic has to be compared. Finally, since the model is over-identi-
fied, we use the Hansen’s J test in order to verify the validity of the instruments.

The analysis must be applied on homogeneous groups of provinces, in particu-
lar we must define a “richer group” (high socioeconomic development and income) 
and a group of relatively poorer provinces representing the “inland” context. For 
the grouping of the provinces, Herrerias and Ordoñez (2012) found the presence 
of five convergence clubs based on income; if instead the productivity level is con-
sidered, two clubs can be found; alternatively, if capital intensity is considered as 
discriminant five other clubs are observed. These groupings, however, do not seem 
suitable for the study of the dualism we are expected to carry out in this work, as we 
are going to explain. An alternative possible partition is the “three economic belts” 

Fig. 1  Clusters of the Chinese 
provinces. Source: Authors’ 
elaborations
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scheme, proposed by Li and Wei, which according to them is based on the Seventh 
Five-Year Plan (1986–1990) and “commonly used to analyze regional inequality in 
China” (Li and Wei 2010, p. 305); in this partition, the eastern group coincide with 
the coastal area as represented in many studies, while the central and western groups 
coincide with the inland area. We consider this well-established division into two 
groups,5 which has been used, among the others, by Kanbur and Zhang (2005)6 in 
their inland-coastal inequality analysis.

This division showed in Fig. 1 allows us to compare the eastern provinces (the 
object of specific policies and favored in trade) with an area composed by the cen-
tral ones (predominantly agricultural) and the western ones (less developed but with 
natural resources), with the aim of analyzing the different degree of economic devel-
opment (Fan 1997; Li and Wei 2010).

In order to illustrate economic inequalities and differences over time, in Fig. 2 we 
show the values of GDP per capita values for the Chinese provinces, for the first and 
the last year of our analysis.

According to the National Bureau of Statistics of China data, in 2016 the East 
group (12 provinces), i.e. the richest provinces in our analysis, accounts for 45.1% 
of the Chinese population and 57.8% of the GDP; the inland group (19 provinces) 
represents 54.9% of the population and the 42.2% of the national GDP.

Fig. 2  GDP per capita in the Chinese provinces (yuan/person), selected years. Source: Authors’ elabora-
tions on National Bureau of Statistics of China data

5 The provinces in the coastal group are: Beijing, Fujian, Guangdong, Guangxi, Hainan, Hebei, Jiangsu, 
Liaoning, Shandong, Shanghai, Tianjin, Zhejiang. The provinces in the inland group are: Anhui, Chong-
qing, Gansu, Guizhou, Heilongjiang, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Inner Mongolia, Jiangxi, Jilin, Ningxia, 
Qinghai, Shaanxi, Shanxi, Sichuan, Tibet, Xinjiang, Yunnan.
6 The authors incorporate data of Hainan in Guangdong and Chongqing in Sichuan for some years.
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4  Data

As discussed above, studies of regional inequality usually refer to GDP and its 
growth rate. The annual variation of the provincial GDP (expressed at the prices 
of the previous year, see GDP_VAR in Table  1) is a well-established measure of 
regional performance (see the literature review in Greco et al. 2018). In addition, we 
consider the GDP per capita (GDP_PC) both to include a sort of control dependent 
variable and to observe traces of convergence among the provinces (e.g., Chatterji 
and Dewhurst 1996).

The independent variables represent HC, but we also control for other factors 
affecting inland-coastal inequalities according to the literature on the Chinese case. 
The relevance of HC deserves insights in China because it involves very different 
categories of workers (e.g., rural and urban workers, see Li et al. 2017a) that often 
characterize distinct economic areas, and because HC (as an economic resource) 
is present –therefore contributing to local development—in a highly uneven man-
ner among the Chinese provinces (Fraumeni et  al. 2019). In general, education is 
an important economic strength at the local level (Gennaioli et  al. 2013; Crespo 
Cuaresma et al. 2014) and can contribute to reduce disparities (Sylwester 2002), and 
these facts represent a justification for spending on higher education (De Gregorio 
and Lee 2002). Given the relationship between enrollment at various level of educa-
tion and economic growth (Asteriou and Agiomirgianakis 2001), we consider the 
ratio between the sum of enrollment rates in senior secondary and higher educa-
tion, on the one side, and the total population, on the other (EDUCATION). In our 
view, such a measure of education represents a commitment to favor advanced HC, 
although it contributes to the rise of territorial differences due to its uneven concen-
tration (Chi 2008). On the other hand, as anticipated in Sect. 1, this resource could 
display greater positive effects where it is relatively more scarce.

We show the spatial distributions of our index EDUCATION and the differences 
between the two periods in Fig. 3. We observe that, while in the first period a more 

Fig. 3  Spatial distribution of the HC indicator for the averages of the two periods, precrisis (a) and post-
crisis (b) (darker colors correspond to higher values). Source: Authors’ elaborations on National Bureau 
of Statistics of China data
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marked polarization is observed towards the coast, in the second period the concen-
tration shifts more towards the central area (in addition to greater heterogeneity in 
general).

For the other variables, we may refer to Fan et al. (2011, p. 48), who state:

“The evolution of regional inequalities in China since the revolution has been 
influenced by the policy stances taken by the authorities […] – the share of 
heavy industry in gross value of total output (a measure of the bias against 
agriculture and China’s comparative advantage), the ratio of trade volume to 
total GDP and effective tariff rate (a measure of the degree of openness), and 
the ratio of local government expenditure to total government expenditure (a 
measure of fiscal decentralization). We argue below that there is a close asso-
ciation between these policies and regional disparities.”

In this statement are already introduced three control variables. Concerning the 
first one, the share of heavy industry on total GDP as a measure of the bias against 
agriculture and China’s comparative advantage, this indeed, in our days, would not 
yield a proper representation of the richest provinces, given the declining impor-
tance of heavy industries in advanced economies. For this reason, we recalculate 
this variable (SECTOR) as the (inverse of the) ratio between the value added of 
the primary sector and the value added of industry, thus considering the two sec-
tors more important for the economic dualism (Zhao and Tang 2018a). We expect 
this variable to illustrate the relative weight, or “economic role”, between these two 
sectors that are still crucial in many provinces. Of course, a relative growth in the 
importance of the primary sector would be indicative of an economy still character-
ized by low added value.

For the second proxy variable, a measure of the degree of openness (TRADE), 
we have calculated the ratio of the sum of import and export on GDP, which is usu-
ally considered to be representative of trade openness and economic strength in 
international markets (see Frankel and Romer 1999). While representing one of the 
major Chinese economic strengths, trade, and the export in particular, contributes in 
a highly uneven way to the wealth of the Chinese provinces (Perkins 1997).

For the third variable, a measure of fiscal decentralization (GOVERN), we have 
calculated the ratio between “Local Governments General Budgetary Expenditure” 
and “Government Consumption Expenditure”, as a proxy of the strengths of two 
hierarchical levels of government. The latter variable refers to the fact that fiscal 
decentralization has forced local governments to cope with health, social and edu-
cational issues (Fan et  al. 2011)—where also we observe strong inequalities (see 
Sect. 2).

Apart from these three control variables, we must consider that the infrastruc-
ture development is one of the main Chinese strengths (see the literature review 
and a case study on China by Bai and Qian 2010), which favors business activities 
and attracts foreign investment. In this framework, the presence of transport routes 
across China acquires great importance in economic studies (Banerjee et al. 2020). 
For example, the inadequacy of transport infrastructure has particularly affected 
the development of the western areas (He and Duchin 2009). Among the others, 
Fleisher et al. (2010) consider the ratio roads/area (km length per  km2) as the key 
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infrastructure in a study on HC and regional inequality in China. We consider a 
measure of the local transport infrastructures (WAYS), proxied by the sum of high-
ways, railways, and waterways (calculated on the provincial area) to represent all 
local transports infrastructures.

Finally, we consider the well-established indicator “gross fixed capital formation” 
to GDP ratio (FIXED_CAP) (for the Chinese case see Ding and Knight 2011), as a 
measure of fixed asset investments (see the literature review by Zhang 2008).

In Table 1, we describe the variables with the definitions provided by the National 
Bureau of Statistics of China, source of the data. Provincial data cover the period 
1998–2017 for the GDP growth rate and 1997–2016 for the regressors.

In Table 2, we present the descriptive statistics for the two groups of provinces 
and for China.

Table 2 suggests that despite a particularly higher average income in the coastal 
area, the average GDP growth rates by area are not very different, probably due to 
the postcrisis events that have hit the coastal provinces more exposed to the exog-
enous effects of the “imported” crisis. In the period considered, even the differences 

Table 2  Summary statistics Source: Our elaborations on National Bureau of Statistics of China data

Variable Area Obs Mean Std. Dev Min Max

GDP_VAR China 620 10.789 2.735 − 2.5 23.8
Inland 380 10.854 2.701 3.1 23.8
Coastal 240 10.685 2.789 − 2.5 17.4

GDP_PC China 620 24,160.95 21,125.49 2250 124,516
Inland 380 17,621.47 13,207.72 2250 59,433
Coastal 240 34,515.12 26,525.13 3928 124,516

EDUCATION China 620 2.859 1.079 0.431 5.202
Inland 380 2.778 1.117 0.431 5.124
Coastal 240 2.986 1.003 0.725 5.202

TRADE China 620 29.679 37.548 3.205 172.284
Inland 380 10.119 5.249 3.205 41.217
Coastal 240 60.649 45.125 6.528 172.284

FIXED_CAP China 620 50.586 17.53 25.471 138.072
Inland 380 54.164 19.774 25.471 138.072
Coastal 240 44.921 11.104 26.747 83.148

WAYS China 620 0.665 0.509 0.018 2.523
Inland 380 0.494 0.426 0.018 1.815
Coastal 240 0.937 0.511 0.222 2.523

GOVERN China 620 129.376 55.993 46.549 365.524
Inland 380 143.669 60.244 55.546 365.524
Coastal 240 106.746 39.059 46.549 219.538

SECTOR China 620 0.47 0.525 0.015 3.605
Inland 380 0.541 0.523 0.081 3.605
Coastal 240 0.358 0.51 0.015 2.853
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in enrollment are not very marked. On the contrary, the values of two important 
macroeconomic measure such as the GDP per capita and trade show evident differ-
ences, typical of a dualism.

5  Results

The following Tables 3, 4 offer detailed 2SLS results and tests for the two macro 
areas also separating the years in which we expect a change due to the post-2008 
economic events.

Table 3  2SLS results for the precrisis period (1998–2008) (GDP growth rate) Source: Our elaborations 
on National Bureau of Statistics of China data

Standard errors clustered by provinces are given in parenthesis. All models are fixed-effect two-stage 
least squares estimates where human capital (EDUCATION) is treated as endogenous variable and 
instrumented with its first and second lags. The control variables are assumed to be exogenous
*Statistically significant at the 10%
**Statistically significant at 5%
***Statistically significant at 1%

Dependent variable China Inland Coastal
GDP growth rate
(1)

GDP growth rate
(2)

GDP growth rate
(3)

GDP_PCt-1 − 3.4051*** − 1.5976 − 5.6132***
(0.9717) (1.2052) (1.2853)

EDUCATIONt-1 2.8097*** 2.6315*** 2.7040***
(0.3158) (0.4546) (0.4221)

TRADEt-1 -0.004 -0.1061* 0.0203*
(0.0103) (0.06) (0.0116)

FIXED_CAPt-1 0.0644*** 0.0583** 0.1918***
(0.0192) (0.0237) (0.0471)

WAYSt-1 0.8614 1.0661 0.9581
(0.6604) (0.8975) (0.8801)

GOVERNt-1 0.0121*** 0.0085** − 0.0318
(0.0045) (0.0035) (0.0226)

SECTORt-1 0.2181 2.1781 − 2.6402**
(1.0951) (1.4348) (1.3234)

N*T 279 171 108
Time effects Yes Yes Yes
Provincial effects Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.589 0.618 0.629
Under-identification test (p-value) 68.472 (0.000) 49.92 (0.000) 26.642 (0.000)
KP F-statistics 2019.52 1723.71 520.33
Hansen’s J Test 0.215 0.300 0.481
Pesaran’s CD test (p-value) − 1.892 (0.059) − 1.084 (0.278) − 2.293 (0.022)
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In Table  3, the precrisis results suggest some similarities between the two 
areas. Both areas show a positive effect of (our proxy of) HC and fixed assets 
investments. The higher level of economic development of the coastal area makes 
it possible to exploit the more the spread of advanced education. Similarly, this 
area obtains a greater benefit from the increase in fixed investments, confirming 
investment in physical assets as a well-established factor linked to Chinese eco-
nomic development (e.g., Ding and Knight 2011). For the inland area, our results 
are in line with Arayama and Miyoshi (2004), which have found that HC has 
been a decisive factor for the growth of the central/internal area during the past 
decades, together with the increased productivity associated with it. However, 

Table 4  2SLS results for the postcrisis period (2009–2017) (GDP growth rate) Source: Our elaborations 
on National Bureau of Statistics of China data

Standard errors clustered by provinces are given in parenthesis. All models are fixed-effect two-stage 
least squares estimates where human capital (EDUCATION) is treated as endogenous variable and 
instrumented with its first and second lags. The control variables are assumed to be exogenous
*Statistically significant at the 10%
**Statistically significant at 5%
***Statistically significant at 1%

Dependent variable China Inland Coastal
GDP growth rate
(1)

GDP growth rate
(2)

GDP growth rate
(3)

GDP_PCt-1 − 9.6190*** − 11.1927*** − 3.8830**
(0.8713) (0.8713) (1.712)

EDUCATIONt-1 1.6634*** 2.4414*** 2.0064
(0.6363) (0.5807) (1.3229)

TRADEt-1 − 0.0402*** − 0.0375** − 0.0483***
(0.0099) (0.0175) (0.0157)

FIXED_CAPt-1 0.0196 − 0.0024 0.1991***
(0.0178) (0.0109) (0.0561)

WAYSt-1 0.0803 6.1014*** − 15.6889***
(2.6913) (2.0156) (5.4008)

GOVERNt-1 − 0.0099 − 0.0071* − 0.0178
(0.0061) (0.0037) (0.0193)

SECTORt-1 − 4.5568** − 7.8025*** − 0.3196
(1.7738) (1.7174) (2.4235)

N*T 217 133 84
Time effects Yes Yes Yes
Provincial effects Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.674 0.807 0.691
Under-identification test (p-value) 32.815 (0.000) 23.684 (0.000) 18.287 (0.000)
KP F-statistics 577.773 429.432 221.355
Hansen’s J Test 0.288 0.89 0.488
Pesaran’s CD test (p-value) − 0.778 (0.437) − 1.241 (0.215) − 1.335 (0.182)
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differences in the strength of these effects seem to be in favor of increasing eco-
nomic dualism.

Concerning the level of (our proxy of) income, higher values (only for the coast) 
in the previous period tend to decrease the variations of provincial GDP. This could 
indicate a slowdown (at least partially, related to one area) in the process of growing 
economic gap.

Other variables showing divergent effects between areas suggest a growth of the 
dualism in the 1998–2008 period. The growth of trade has positive effects for the 
coast, since trade openness and export in particular represent an economic strength 
especially for the provinces most open to international trade (Perkins 1997). The 
effect is unexpectedly negative for the inland provinces. This difference could be 
explained by the strongest influence of the outlet to the sea, which might also help 
explain the non-relevance of the availability of other transport ways. In this respect, 
Wang et  al. (2021) explain the current level of entrepreneurship in some areas of 
China precisely with the historic presence (for many decades) of ports. Another 
cause of the non-relevance can be related to the excessive investment in infrastruc-
ture, which may be less useful due to the poor management (Ansar et al. 2016).

The last two control variables also mark a divergent development path in the pre-
crisis period. The greater possibilities of exploiting at a local level (see Zhang 2020) 
resources, such as taxation, seem to be useful in the less developed provinces. The 
increase in the weight of the primary sector (in proportion to the secondary sector) 
would, as expected, lead to a reduction in GDP variations in the wealthiest regions, 
while this does not happen in the inland area. In some provinces of the latter, the 
primary sector maintains a greater economic role, and it is still influenced by the 
strong improvements recorded in the 1990s linked to market incentives and greater 
autonomy for state-owned companies and for local governments (Bosworth and Col-
lins 2008).

Table 4 shows that China has changed some fundamental factors of development 
after the crisis, and some of the new strengths could be useful to foster development 
paths of inland-coastal desirable convergence, especially by favoring the relatively 
poor provinces. In general, we observe a reduced but still positive contribution of 
HC in China after the crisis, but with territorial differences (for example, see Zhu 
et al. 2018 on central China). Other aspects of economic development have changed.

A primary feature is international trade, that has lost part of its strength in some 
years of the second period7 as observed in the result for both areas. In this frame-
work, several development opportunities have changed for all the provinces. First, 
EDUCATION shows a stable economic role for the inland area, while becoming non 
relevant for the development of the coast. We must consider that the positive effect 
of increasing levels of education tends to run out where education has developed 
earlier or faster (see for instance Di Liberto 2008, on the Italian case), that is, in the 
coastal area. This could indicate the presence of a currently “equal or even more 
productive” resource in the relatively poorer provinces that could help counter the 

7 According to IMF data, the annual percentage change in the China’s export volume was on average 
20.70% in the decade before the crisis, and 6.38% in the following period until 2016.
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effects of the crisis, and encourage convergence in the long run. Secondly, the role 
of investments in fixed capital persists as an economic strength only for the coast, 
while it becomes non-significant for the other provinces, as well as for China as 
a whole. However, the effect of transport routes begins to play a distinctive posi-
tive role for the economic growth of the internal provinces, probably because, even 
though the outlet to the sea retains its primary importance, specific plans for the 
expansion of transport ways and infrastructures connected with the inland are one of 
the government’s objectives (e.g., Qin 2016). In addition, we propose in “Appendix” 
(Tables 8 and 9) the results with the variable WAYS divided into its three compo-
nents (see the definition in Table 1). We observe that the positive contribution for 
the inland provinces derives precisely from the development of the waterways (even 
in the first period) and from the highways. The coast enjoys the positive effect of the 
waterways only in the first period, while the development of the other two transport 
networks becomes negative after the crisis. These effects could confirm the useful-
ness of such infrastructures in the less equipped provinces, even though they are 
already on the path to economic growth.

Other important changes in the economic structure are evident. The division of 
power between hierarchical levels of government reverses the sign (with a very low 
coefficient) becoming almost irrelevant also in the internal provinces, which there-
fore now conform to other provinces for what concerns the opportunity to exploit 
public resources. The inland area finally begins to suffer negatively from an exces-
sive weight of the low productive primary sector,8 also due to market forces which 
diminish the relevance of the agricultural sector, after the strong improvements dur-
ing the 1990s (Zhao and Tang 2018b). Our finding gains in importance in light of 
the results of Arayama and Miyoshi (2004), who observed a substantial contribution 
of human capital in the western and central provinces in the years preceding ours. In 
this framework, they argued precisely the need to increase the role of education in 
central and western provinces with the aim of increasing the employment share of 
the secondary industry.

In order to strengthen our results, after analyzing the macroeconomic effects on 
GDP variations, we propose an analysis on GDP per capita in Tables 5 and 6.

We observe that the value of GDP per capita is persistent over time, which means 
that its level of the previous period positively influences the current level. This effect 
is observed for all areas and is reduced in the postcrisis period. The effect of HC is 
similar to that recorded in Tables 3, 4 for the precrisis period, while it becomes more 
relevant in the second period, for all provinces. The observed effect is probably due 
to the growing role of productivity (via advanced education) in determining income 
(of which our dependent variable is a proxy).

About the control variables, a remarkable difference is observed in TRADE dur-
ing the first period, as this variable positively influences the proxy of the Chinese 
average income in the inland area. Other control variables approximately confirm 
the differences between the two areas.

8 However, appropriate aid to the agricultural sector can contribute to the growth of the industrial sector 
in landlocked countries (Pelloni et al. 2020): the same, arguably, can happen in the inland provinces.
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From the tests, we can observe that our estimates for the two areas are robust. 
First, the under-identification test indicates that the null hypothesis can be rejected, 
confirming that the excluded instruments are “relevant”, i.e. correlated with the 
endogenous regressor. Moreover, as the KP F-statistic values are higher than the 
critical values reported by Stock and Yogo (2005), we can argue that the instruments 
are strongly correlated with the endogenous regressors. The validity of moment con-
ditions is confirmed by the Hansen’s J test as the null hypothesis cannot be rejected 
at 10% (i.e. the instruments are valid). In addition, in order to verify the cross-sec-
tional dependence in fixed effects panel data models, we implement the Pesaran’s 
test (2004) which is a suitable statistic for balanced panels with small T and large N. 
Since the null hypothesis of cross-sectional independence cannot be rejected at 10%, 

Table 5  2SLS results for the 
precrisis period (1998–2008) 
(GDP_PC) Source: Our 
elaborations on National Bureau 
of Statistics of China data

Standard errors clustered by provinces are given in parenthesis. 
All models are fixed-effect two-stage least squares estimates where 
human capital (EDUCATION) is treated as endogenous variable and 
instrumented with its first and second lags. The control variables are 
assumed to be exogenous
*Statistically significant at the 10%
**Statistically significant at 5%
***Statistically significant at 1%

Dependent variable China Inland Coastal
GDP_PC
(1)

GDP_PC
(2)

GDP_PC
(3)

l.GDP_PCt-1 1.0436*** 1.0816*** 0.9760***
(0.025) (0.0322) (0.0405)

EDUCATIONt-1 0.0410*** 0.0312* 0.0532***
(0.013) (0.0174) (0.0203)

TRADEt-1 0.0246** 0.0232** 0.0197
(0.0099) (0.0118) (0.0171)

FIXED_CAPt-1 0.0084 − 0.0129 0.0626*
(0.0208) (0.0289) (0.0363)

WAYSt-1 0.0003 − 0.0146 0.0232
(0.0115) (0.0151) (0.0186)

GOVERNt-1 0.0423*** 0.0403** 0.0161
(0.0145) (0.0166) (0.0329)

SECTORt-1 − 0.0063 − 0.0105 − 0.0407
(0.0222) (0.0271) (0.0396)

N*T 279 171 108
Time effects Yes Yes Yes
Provincial effects Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.994 0.994 0.995
Under-identification 

test (p-value)
82.662 (0.000) 53.473 (0.000) 33.4 (0.000)

KP F-statistics 3071.149 2404.799 895.247
Hansen’s J Test 0.18 0.019 0.017
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we can argue that there is a substantial absence of spatial dependence in data. The 
tests are presented in the respective tables.

We have also investigated spatial dependence among Chinese provinces by esti-
mating a spatial Durbin model (SDM) that includes both individual and time-period 
fixed effects (Table  7). The model is estimated through a Maximum Likelihood 
(ML; Yu et  al. 2008) and a row-standardized weights matrix W is used to define 
geographical interactions.

The main findings reported in Table  7 are substantially similar (both quantita-
tively and qualitatively) to the 2SLS results, confirming the validity and robustness 
of our estimates. Interesting and novel elements, instead, seem to emerge when we 
consider the advantages that stem from the integration among provinces; that is, the 

Table 6  2SLS results for the postcrisis period (2009–2017) (GDP_PC) Source: Our elaborations on 
National Bureau of Statistics of China data

Standard errors clustered by provinces are given in parenthesis. All models are fixed-effect two-stage 
least squares estimates where human capital (EDUCATION) is treated as endogenous variable and 
instrumented with its first and second lags. The control variables are assumed to be exogenous
*Statistically significant at the 10%
**Statistically significant at 5%
***Statistically significant at 1%

Dependent variable China Inland Coastal
GDP_PC
(1)

GDP_PC
(2)

GDP_PC
(3)

l.GDP_PCt-1 0.8130*** 0.7799*** 0.8564***
(0.0179) (0.0251) (0.0264)

EDUCATIONt-1 0.1248* 0.2048** 0.2492**
(0.066) (0.0823) (0.1029)

TRADEt-1 − 0.0081 0.0073 − 0.1040***
(0.0089) (0.0098) (0.0264)

FIXED_CAPt-1 − 0.027 − 0.0612** 0.0553
(0.0247) (0.0309) (0.0393)

WAYSt-1 0.0298 0.1225 − 0.2635*
(0.0697) (0.0927) (0.1378)

GOVERNt-1 0.0002 − 0.0124 − 0.006
(0.0208) (0.0301) (0.0291)

SECTORt-1 − 0.1037*** − 0.0841*** − 0.0261
(0.0213) (0.0284) (0.0425)

N*T 217 133 84
Time effects Yes Yes Yes
Provincial effects Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.984 0.986 0.987
Under-identification test 

(p-value)
37.168 (0.000) 27.048 (0.000) 19.180 (0.000)

KP F-statistics 874.782 742.665 196.376
Hansen’s J Test 0.628 0.084 0.157
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Table 7  Spatial Durbin 
results for China (precrisis 
and postcrisis) Source: Our 
elaborations on National Bureau 
of Statistics of China data

Standard errors clustered by provinces are given in parenthesis. All 
models are fixed-effects estimates
*Statistically significant at the 10%
**Statistically significant at 5%
***Statistically significant at 1%

Dependent variable 1998–2008 2009–2017
GDP growth rate
(1)

GDP growth rate
(2)

Main regression
  GDP_PCt-1 − 2.7516** − 0.8806

(1.3) (1.607)
  EDUCATIONt-1 0.8079** 1.6015***

(0.3279) (0.4738)
  TRADEt-1 − 0.0139* − 0.0471***

(0.0083) (0.0118)
  FIXED_CAPt-1 0.0581*** 0.0403***

(0.0122) (0.0108)
  WAYSt-1 0.1904 − 0.2147

(0.6144) (1.8793)
  GOVERNt-1 0.0108*** − 0.0032

(0.0036) (0.0043)
  SECTORt-1 0.4831 − 3.2299***

(0.5804) (1.1465)
W*X
  GDP_PCt-1 − 8.5835*** − 14.6958***

(2.8223) (3.4984)
  EDUCATIONt-1 3.5263*** 6.4087***

(0.9028) (2.4631)
  TRADEt-1 0.0252 − 0.069

(0.0318) (0.047)
  FIXED_CAPt-1 0.0564 − 0.0253

(0.0695) (0.0567)
  WAYSt-1 6.8949*** 35.8339***

(1.8116) (11.1139)
  GOVERNt-1 − 0.0282 − 0.0371

(0.0233) (0.025)
  SECTORt-1 − 3.6256 − 42.1539***

(3.2476) (8.1074)
 ρ 0.1075 0.3224**

(0.1578) (0.1412)
 N*T 341 279
 Time effects Yes Yes
 Provincial effects Yes Yes
  R2 0.73 0.78
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possibility of benefiting from the spatial proximity to tangible and intangible factors 
present in a neighbouring province in the form of growth spillovers, human capital 
externalities and infrastructure investment, as demonstrated by the positive and sta-
tistically significant coefficients associated to these variables.

6  Conclusions

Following the increased post-reform inequalities, one of the Chinese government’s 
objectives has been the «harmonious development» of all the provinces, with par-
ticular attention to the internal and rural areas (Fan et al. 2011). Our research sug-
gests that, after the watershed of the international 2007–2008 crisis, important 
changes are taking place and could help reduce coastal-inland gaps. First, advanced 
education can actually be a factor of economic convergence between provinces, 
because after the crisis it shows positive effects where it is relatively more scarce, 
i.e. in the inland area. This opportunity means obtaining greater gains from educa-
tion, where more possibilities of expanding this resource are present (see Zhu et al 
2018 on central China). Second, we observe important changes in the economic 
characteristics of the less developed internal provinces: our findings suggest an 
evolution towards more productive economic sectors, as well as a greater ability to 
exploit both investments in fixed capital and the available infrastructures.

All these aspects related to a different possibility of exploiting HC—also in con-
nection with the general economic development—lead us to assume a better reaction 
(i.e. resilience) to the crisis effects of the less developed provinces.

The comparison between the decade following the advent of the exogenous crisis 
and the previous decade illustrates how the weakening of some foundations of Chi-
nese development (even if partial and temporary, e.g., exports) have damaged the 
most exposed provinces. On the contrary, the landlocked provinces have learned to 
exploit those resources that the other provinces already did (e.g., to focus on more 
productive economic sectors, transport infrastructure, HC), and even to do better 
after the economic shock.

The hinterland recovery can effectively be based on the development of the 
advanced and more productive HC, but policy makers must consider some limits to 
be addressed. We propose three goals for the proper development of HC.

First, our proxy of advanced HC confirms it as a key factor for regional growth in 
China (e.g. Fleisher et al. 2010), implying that obstacles to the access to advanced 
education as those of some rural areas (Heckman and Yi 2012), and for the offspring 
of underprivileged families (Qin et al. 2016), could hinder the inter-provincial and 
intra-provincial convergences.9

Second, despite the efforts already underway, in the future expanding educa-
tion must pursued at all levels in China (Mohrman 2008). All levels of education 

9 Recent studies demonstrate that, in a context of education polarization, income inequality increasingly 
depends on the level of HC (Anderson et al. 2019). According to Heckman (2005), in order to favor con-
vergence based on the role of education, some form of public support for families may be necessary, as 
well as fostering college loan schemes for poor families.
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are needed for long-term development, and especially higher education. In fact, as 
Li and Wang (2018, p. 309) write on the Chinese provinces: “[…] different types 
of human capital affect economic growth through different channels: Basic human 
capital contributes to growth via the “factor-accumulation channel” and advanced 
human capital via the “productivity channel”, both individually and simultaneously”.

Third, better targeting and “exploitation” of advanced HC is also useful for obtain-
ing a higher correlation between the higher investments in advanced education and 
the growth in labor productivity.10 Public interventions must consider that spillovers 
of high skilled individuals (e.g., innovation) could take long periods to be effective, 
contrarily to those of individuals with lower education levels (see Chang and Shi 2016).

The reassessment of the role of advanced education and its appropriate exploi-
tation can therefore be a strength for reducing the coastal-inland dualism after the 
crisis, reversing the previous results. This effect can also happen thanks to important 
industrial policy programs and to the broader structural reforms carried out in the 
first period (see Brondino 2019).

Finally, we propose a brief evolution of a scenario that Chinese policy mak-
ers might expect. A reduced importance of the agricultural sector could reduce 
urban–rural inequality and improve the socioeconomic condition in the internal area. 
The improvement in rural areas (mainly internal) should lead to the achievement of 
a better education among the resident population. The risk is that educated workers 
could choose to migrate towards more industrialized areas (Long et al. 2010) due to 
the high territorial polarization of innovation in the coastal provinces (Crescenzi and 
Rodríguez-Pose 2017), originating a so-called brain drain phenomenon. The out-
flow of educated workers (due to the best job opportunities in a more developed job 
market) could not only reduce the desirable contribution of HC development in the 
inland area, as highlighted in our analysis, but also influence the incentive in future 
enrollment levels (Suzuki and Suzuki 2016).

Against this scenario and its effects, it must be stressed, however, that the economic 
success of high skilled migrants can inspire the development of HC also in the places 
of origin, through for example the incentive to invest in education, the return migra-
tion, the creation of networks, with positive economic effects (Faggian et al. 2017).

This article presents an exploratory work; future research should consider dif-
ferent groups of provinces, such as the division into 3 areas (east-central-west) 
or the more specific division into 5 macro-regions, in order to better understand 
local socioeconomic characteristics and opportunities of resilience. A different 
grouping may also help explain the role of the HC proxy observed for the coastal 
provinces in the second period. Further research may also help overcome some 
limits to the present work, for instance by obtaining more data to test different 
proxies of HC, as well as by constructing a microeconomic framework that can 
better represent the education choices and chances.

10 Effects of HC development could also be observed through the increase in the productivity of physical 
capital investments (Chang and Shi 2016). We must also consider that Whalley and Zhao (2013) found 
the possibility of misallocation or not full exploitation of growing human capital in Chinese growth strat-
egies. In addition, China, with other neighboring countries, reached the peak of proportions of working-
age population in 2010, with the need to find alternative ways to increase productivity in the country 
(Chansarn 2010).
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Appendix

See Tables 8 and 9.

Table 8  2SLS results for the precrisis period (1998–2008) (GDP growth rate) Source: Our elaborations 
on National Bureau of Statistics of China data

Standard errors clustered by provinces are given in parenthesis. All models are fixed-effect two-stage 
least squares estimates where human capital (EDUCATION) is treated as endogenous variable and 
instrumented with its first and second lags. The control variables are assumed to be exogenous
*Statistically significant at the 10%
**Statistically significant at 5%
***Statistically significant at 1%

Dependent variable China Inland Coastal
GDP growth rate
(1)

GDP growth rate
(2)

GDP growth rate
(3)

GDP_PCt-1 − 3.3509*** − 1.582 − 5.3350***
(0.9638) (1.1977) (1.3407)

EDUCATIONt-1 2.7987*** 2.4924*** 2.9057***
(0.329) (0.4459) (0.5443)

TRADEt-1 − 0.0064 − 0.0999* 0.01
(0.01) (0.0597) (0.0121)

FIXED_CAPt-1 0.0637*** 0.0603** 0.1926***
(0.0191) (0.0238) (0.0451)

HIGHWAYSt-1 0.5072 0.796 0.7212
(0.6447) (0.9342) (0.8996)

RAILWAYSt-1 64.7434 42.7117 51.9399
(47.9527) (85.7611) (62.4744)

WATERWAYSt-1 51.2237*** 47.8977* 54.1113***
(14.3901) (25.3741) (19.1044)

GOVERNt-1 0.0110** 0.0086** − 0.0375*
(0.0044) (0.0035) (0.0223)

SECTORt-1 0.3136 2.0394 − 2.3096*
(1.1265) (1.4764) (1.3326)

N*T 279 171 108
Time effects Yes Yes Yes
Provincial effects Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.603 0.624 0.647
Under-identification test (p-value) 77.598 (0.000) 50.893 (0.000) 32.184 (0.000)
KP F-statistics 1747.042 1371.988 444.857
Hansen’s J Test 0.525 0.356 0.957
Pesaran’s CD test (p-value) − 1.965 (0.049) − 1.214 (0.225) − 2.263 (0.024)
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Table 9  2SLS results for the postcrisis period (2009–2017) (GDP growth rate) Source: Our elaborations 
on National Bureau of Statistics of China data

Standard errors clustered by provinces are given in parenthesis. All models are fixed-effect two-stage 
least squares estimates where human capital (EDUCATION) is treated as endogenous variable and 
instrumented with its first and second lags. The control variables are assumed to be exogenous
*Statistically significant at the 10%
**Statistically significant at 5%
***Statistically significant at 1%

Dependent variable China Inland Coastal
GDP growth rate
(1)

GDP growth rate
(2)

GDP growth rate
(3)

GDP_PCt-1 − 8.9374*** − 10.9170*** − 3.2139*
(0.9696) (0.9534) (1.8174)

EDUCATIONt-1 1.4891** 2.0680*** 0.8879
(0.6046) (0.6566) (1.1166)

TRADEt-1 − 0.0481*** − 0.0339* − 0.0373**
(0.0092) (0.0191) (0.0159)

FIXED_CAPt-1 0.0029 − 0.0076 0.1629***
(0.0152) (0.012) (0.0543)

HIGHWAYSt-1 5.2664** 7.0316*** − 10.0298*
(2.1857) (2.705) (5.2041)

RAILWAYSt-1 − 182.7579** − 102.2338 − 137.3363*
(72.5169) (110.1017) (81.4489)

WATERWAYSt-1 62.2358 603.6462* 40.2374
(43.1417) (347.6812) (36.9186)

GOVERNt-1 − 0.0069 − 0.0052 − 0.0101
(0.0058) (0.0037) (0.0198)

SECTORt-1 − 3.6113** − 7.7067*** 0.2879
(1.8332) (1.7613) (2.6025)

N*T 217 133 84
Time effects Yes Yes Yes
Provincial effects Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.7 0.815 0.701
Under-identification test (p-value) 32.65 (0.000) 24.216 (0.000) 15.141 (0.000)
KP F-statistics 596.682 381.545 165.921
Hansen’s J Test 0.765 0.897 0.287
Pesaran’s CD test (p-value) − 0.724 (0.469) − 1.197 (0.231) − 1.369 (0.171)
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